
Musicians on the Front-Lines There are musicians who, as you read this, are stand-
ing up in a milling bar, turning to a friend on a railway station bench, or stepping out to face rows 
of  prisoners and they are playing their music. It is music infused with a message of  revolution and 
liberation - a message to those on the “outside” of  a relationship with God. Some are finding that 
where other media of  communication are rejected, their songs somehow touch souls and awaken 
a latent longing to connect with the transcendent God who calls. 

Songs of Rescue Sung by front-line Gospel-communicators using their gifts in the shared 
mission of  the Church of  Jesus Christ, this music comes in all kinds of  genres and with specific 
micro-agendas. Some of  these songs are written to ask questions and draw the listener to hon-
est reflection. Others explicitly present the truth about the person of  Jesus or invite the ultimate 
rescuing-response. 

A Symphony Often these songs are used alongside other forms of  proclamation - preaching, 
testimony, visual arts or poetry as God uses His people together - a symphony of  communication - 
to draw men and women from a lost destiny towards the Jesus who is the door to a rescued eternity. 

Jesus Musicians Collective The Jesus Musicians Collective is a group of  like-minded 
question-prompters and Christ-communicators who use their music in mission. There is a synergy 
when creative people get together. When believers in Christ connect, this natural “fellowship” is 
under-girded, inspired and empowered by the Spirit of  God who fills us. 

Our Prayer Our prayer as we share this forum is that we would further inspire, encourage 
and equip each other to use music in evangelism: making ourselves more useful to the Church of  
Christ and resulting in many more coming to trust in and bow before the King of  Kings. 


